exercises are important. Breast cancer patients receiving no physiotherapy postoperatively show significant limitation in range of motion and function in the shoulder 3 months after breast cancer treatment compared to patients performing active exercises and functional activities [12] . However, in this issue of Acta Oncologica a study is presented by Lauridsen et al. showing that also ''late'' physiotherapy, starting more than 6 months postoperatively, improved the shoulder function significantly [13] .
During the past 15 years lymphoedema treatment has also become incorporated in physiotherapy. Some parts of the lymphoedema treatment, like compression bandaging and garment, are undoubtedly effective [14Á/16]. However, other parts like manual lymph drainage are still discussed and need to be further evaluated [17] .
To be able to maintain the muscle strength of the ipsilateral arm, it is important for the patient to continue on the same activity level, during work as well as in spare time, as soon as possible postoperatively. This possibility is often reduced through restrictions concerning prevention of lymphoedema, when the patient is advised ''to be careful'' with the arm and to change most of the physical loading to the contralateral arm. On the contrary, postoperatively ongoing work and spare time activities on the same level as preoperatively, seem to reduce the lymphoedema development [18] . Lately, a few studies have shown heavy exercises to be ''safe'' for such a development [19, 20] . Thus, the future for the breast cancer patients seems to contain much more physical activities and less passivity than before. In this field the physiotherapists already are and hopefully will become even more involved, not only advising the patient, but also educating other professionals meeting the breast cancer patient.
Finally, to answer the opening question ''Is physiotherapy useful to the breast cancer patient?'' the answer will be ''Yes, indeed!'' We now also know that this is worthwhile even if the start is delayed until after 6 months [13] , although there is no rationale to postpone the start.
